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The processes of diagnosis, treatment, and support of people dealing with mental health issues are increasingly becoming augmented
by Digital applications. These healthcare applications can generate large volumes of data regarding the user including their state
and their behaviour. This data, in turn, can be used to create statistical models with the goal of improving the quality of healthcare,
for example via outcome prediction or pattern recognition. However, these models are vulnerable to replicating and perpetuating
problems of inequality and bias if created using historic data sets or sets cultivated without careful consideration to demographic
representation. Proposed methods of quantifying these biases have included algorithmic definitions of fairness. While consideration of
fairness should include the societal context a decision is made in, and the practicalities of implementation in the real world, these data
and measurement-based approaches are important tools for the evaluation of models. In this paper we consider a number of contextual
questions that may be asked by a designer when using algorithmic fairness definitions within the development of digital health
applications. We suggest directions for additional research to support the responsible development and adoption of Machine-learning
augmented Healthcare tools.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI);
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1 MACHINE LEARNING AND DIGITAL MENTAL HEALTH

Machine Learning (ML) has been considered as a potential tool in numerous healthcare environments [3, 8, 10]. Within
mental health, researchers have begun to explore the value ML techniques can have for patients [15]; Topics addressed
have included diagnostic guidance in clinical depression [12], identification of the most impactful healthcare supporter
messages [4], identification of patients off track for treatment progression [5], momentary interventions [2], and the
prediction of negative emotions among otherwise healthy users [6].

ML models are built using historical and/or generated data. If this data contains examples of discriminatory decisions,
either through mistakes or missing cohorts, then the model created will be discriminatory. If the data does not accurately
represent a full range of patient demographics, then the baseline of what is considered normal will be skewed towards
the attributes of the over-represented group. This, as well as other technical challenges such as overfitting already
demographically skewed data [13], can result in models that perform significantly worse for minority groups when in
real healthcare scenarios.
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2 CONSIDERATIONS WHEN DESIGNING FOR FAIRNESS IN HEALTHCARE

ML research has attempted to quantify the fairness of equity and equality numerically. Problems of unequal error rates
(an equity issue) and unequal outcomes between demographic groups (an equality issue) have been quantified in terms
of model performance and results, respectively. Using these concepts, the ML literature contains precise definitions for
fairness, stemming from statistical parity, causal reasoning, and population demographics comparisons [16]. These
definitions approach the problem from different perspectives, attempting to ensure inequality is not created via the
implementation of the ML models.

Fairness is frequently thought about as an act of retrospective analysis or an auditing step [14]. However, some
Fairness goals require consideration at every step of an engineering project. As the act of data gathering, categorisation,
and use in model creation has an impact on the long-term assessment of fairness, definitions are fundamental to the
implementation process. Modern application engineering involves the frequent iteration and re-deployment of models
to a production environment [9] with complex adoption concerns [11]. To keep pace with this, the use of fairness
definitions can be evaluated on an ongoing and iterative basis and be assessed as part of the broader approach a team
takes to ensure the end-users design expectation are met.

We break down these considerations into two categories, firstly as we focus on designing for the user and their
experience by analysing the scenario that may be automated as part of an ML model. Once the specifics of the fairness
implications of a scenario is understood and there is clarity on how fairness is defined for users, the next step is to
understand the implications of these definitions.

2.1 What designers may need to understand about their scenario

As discussed, the considerations for fairness are going to be domain and implication specific. As such the importance of
comprehending the complete scenario being implemented including the users’ expectations is an important starting
point.

When to analyse and who is vulnerable - Choosing when and who to include in the analysis of fairness are
two large and fundamental questions.
Regarding when, there is a classic dichotomy; do you prioritise a fair process, focusing on ensuring everyone is
treated the same way by the application, or a fair outcome, focusing on ensuring all those involved reach the
same goal. This ethical decision becomes a design consideration when using ML. The designer needs the tools
and language to understand their users’ expectations and for fairness.
Regarding who, a designer will want to consider what demographic groups should or should not be treated the
same. For example, in gender-specific support, it may be appropriate to treat gender cohorts differently, in the
allocation of preventive care it may not be.
Are there multiple appropriate definitions - There will be times during the design of healthcare applications
where there may be multiple users who are affected by an ML model’s decision. For example, the fairness of
healthcare staff, who are having their time allocated by an ML model can be considered distinctly from the
fairness of those patients receiving time.
What is the correct measurement- Measurement Modelling is a quantitative social sciences approach to
choosing an appropriate way to measure an outcome [7]. For example, optimising for fairness in 5-year healthcare
outcomes would lead to a different model than optimising for more immediate goals like treatment adherence.
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What do the statistical approaches mean for users - Definitions grounded in the ML evaluation fields
commonly use statistical evaluation terms derived from four key measures within the model. These are false
positive, false negative, true positive, and true negative. For all models the theoretical goal is to maximise correct
decisions and minimise mistakes. The method used for optimisation usually involves the intentional trade-off
of one or more of these metrics. The choice to emphasise one over the others comes with a complex set of
assumptions that may not be immediately obvious.

2.2 What designer could consider when reviewing the definition(s)

Once consideration has been given to the scenario, a designer will have a list of, potentially very broad, requirements
based on how fairness concerns may impact on users. This list of requirements may also include existing possible
fairness issues. The next step may be to refine these fairness definitions and issues to create a more practical set of
implementable Fairness metrics.

Are the definitions a requirement or an objective - In a scenario where multiple definitions are implemented
for the same model, there will be an inevitable hierarchy of those that are prioritised over others. It can be helpful
to consider which definitions are requirements, be they ethical or legal. Others can be considered objectives,
where it is desirable to meet that definition but it is not essential to the models’ success. For example, in some
situations, we may view equal healthcare outcomes as a requirement and equal allocation of healthcare resources
as an objective; In a perfect world, both would be met simultaneously but in practice one is a higher priority.
Are any of the chosen definitions explicitly contradictory - Some definitions of fairness are contradictory.
The clearest example is a definition that focuses on the exclusion of data (Fairness through unawareness) being
contradictory to definitions that required the analysis of results based on that data (Statistical Parity). Other
definitions while not directly contradictory can be difficult to satisfy simultaneously. This tension may need to
be considered during design.
Can you meet the requirements & assumptions of definitions - Definitions for fairness have inherent
requirements and assumptions. One of the most commonly overlooked requirements is the availability of
demographic information to be able to assess whether statistical definitions have been met within the models’
decision-making process [1]. While in some areas this is possible, data minimisation strategies implemented in
the context of sensitive and high-stakes decision-making, including healthcare, mean that demographic variables
are often explicitly omitted.

3 FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN FAIRNESS

As discussed in the preceding sections, assessing fairness is a complex and longitudinal process with numerous potential
outcomes and no singular correct answer. Designers need additional tools, language, and techniques to be able to meet
the expectations of a fair ML system. They will want to be able to sensitise themselves to the fairness concerns of their
end-users and stakeholders, extrapolate those concerns into a coherent set of system requirements, investigate when
those fairness issues arise throughout the life-cycle of an ML application, and mitigate them once they are detected.
Strategies for bias mitigation, be it data augmentation, system redesign, or wider sociological changes, are an important
part of building ethical socio-technical systems; A clearer idea of what sort of fairness is most appropriate and how best
to implement it is an important early step towards this goal.
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